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Important To Marry…

The right person…

For the right reasons…

At the right time…



Why teach on this topic?

Real life stories…

Establish healthy relationships

– Minimize conflict

– Use wisdom in forming the relationship

– Give it every chance of succeeding 

– Prepare for a fulfilling marriage

Even a good marriage takes work! 



Relationships Need…

Time, patience, flexibility, prayer to develop

Not progressing through these stages can bring:

– Pre-mature emotional commitment

– Difficult, unresolved issues

Progressing through these stages can bring:

– Mutual engagement at a healthy, timely point

– Mutual break up  “ “ “



5 Stages Influenced By…

Age

Dating history

Exposure to marriage models

Emotional maturity

Spiritual maturity

Personal Integrity

Frequency of time together

Quality of time together

Vulnerability and transparency

God’s direction



STAGE 1 - PREPARATION

Affects quality of relationship during other stages

Desire for maturity, quality, health in every area

– Spiritually

– Emotionally

– Financially

– Relationally

– Socially

– Intellectually

– Physically

– Family



SPIRITUAL PREPARATION

Consistent, intentional spiritual growth

– Prayer life

– Bible reading/study

– Church 

– Ministry involvement

– Giving to God’s work

– Christian friends

– Developing fruits of the Spirit



Your Relationship With God 

Everyone longs to 

be loved by  

someone…



MATT. 22:37 - "Love the Lord your God with all your 
heart and with all your soul and with all your mind." 

Everyone longs to give themselves completely to 
someone - to have a deep soul relationship with 
another - to be loved thoroughly and exclusively. 

But God says to a Christian, "No, not until you are 
satisfied, fulfilled and content with being loved by me 
alone - with giving yourself totally and unreservedly to 
me - to having an intensely personal and unique 
relationship that I have planned for you. 

You will never be united with another until you are 
united with me - exclusive of anyone or anything else 
- exclusive of any other desires or longings. 



I want you to stop planning - stop wishing 

- and allow me to give you the most 

thrilling plan existing - one that you cannot 

imagine. I want you to have the best. 

Please allow me to bring it to you. You just 

keep watching me - expecting the greatest 

things. Keep experiencing the satisfaction 

that I am. Keep listening and learning the 

things I tell you. Just wait. That's all. 



Don't be anxious. Don't worry. Don't look 

around at the things others have gotten or 

that I've given them. 

Don't look at the things you think you want.  

Just keep looking off and away up to Me 

or you'll miss what I want to show you. 



And then, when you are ready, if it’s in my plan 
for you, I'll surprise you with a love far more 
wonderful than any you would dream of. 

You see, until you are ready, and until the one I 
have for you is ready (I may be working even 
this moment to have both of you ready at the 
same time), until you are both satisfied 
exclusively with Me and the life I have prepared 
for you…

You will not be able to experience the love that 
exemplifies your relationship with Me, and is, 
thus, perfect love. 



And dear one, I want you to have this most 
wonderful love. I want you to see in the 
flesh a picture of your relationship with one 
and to enjoy materially and concretely the 
everlasting union of beauty, perfection and 
love that I offer you with Myself. 

Know that I love you utterly. Believe it and 
be satisfied. 

--Author Unknown 



YOUR MOTIVATIONS FOR A 

RELATIONSHIP?…

To escape loneliness

To escape singleness 

To escape living with mom and dad

To fulfill a “need” to be married 

Parental influence

Church influence

Friend’s influence 



YOUR MOTIVATIONS FOR A 

RELATIONSHIP?…

To have children

To have a parent for your children

To be “successful” 

To have a better image

Someone to take care of 

Someone to take care of you

To legitimize sex



PERSONAL PREPARATION…

Goal: Grow, become a quality, dateable, 
marriageable person

Intentional, personal work 

– Preparing for a Permanent Relationship”

– Evaluation…

– www.singles.ag.org Click on Single Living/Singleness Issues

– “Stage can last for years before a serious 
relationship begins

http://www.singles.ag.org/


Stage 2 - INFATUATION

Initial/continual physical attraction the 

main excitement

– Body, hair, eyes, scent, smile, stature

– Cause a desire for romance

– Excitement that someone desires me

– Showing your best

– Hiding weaknesses/mistakes

– Shallow relationship



Know Your Standards

Hab. 2: 2 Write the vision; Make it plain

Dating standards/Mission statement? 

Song of Sol: 2:15 Little foxes spoil the vines

– Committed, Growing Christian 

– Godly Character

– Similar Values

– Similar Age 

– Preferences

Ethnicity? -Cultural differences?

Social status? -In common?



Infatuation
Wise to date in groups first 3 - 4 months
– See reactions to others

– Observe responses to life challenges

– Sense emotions during challenges around others

– Allow friendship to build without pressure

– These can’t be observed as easily without others

Dangers of early dating outside of groups
– May spend too much time alone

– Deprives of learning in a group

– Creates tempting situations

Stage can last 2  4 months



STAGE 3 - ILLUMINATION

Discovering differences… 

– Personal weaknesses

– Opinions social, political, spiritual, moral, ethical, 

– Convictions

– Personal habits

– Values and principles

– Living styles and preferences 

– Flexibility/lack of

– Patience/lack of with people and circumstances



Illumination

Examples of differences...

– Affection preferences

– Neatness vs. clutter

– Planning vs. spontaneity

– Saving vs. spending money

– Carefree vs. non carefree

– Food and meal preferences

– Leisure time preferences

– Other



Illumination

Conflicts arise….(and should)
– Arguments ensue

– Feelings may get hurt

True colors begin to show!

How will you handle these? 
– How flexible are you? 

– How patient are you? 

– Will you patronize (please) or speak your mind?



Ways to Handle Conflict
(what do you do?)

Withdraw

– Does not discuss the issue 

– Wants to keep peace

Yield

– Gives in

– Surrenders own desires 



Ways to Handle Conflict

(what do you do?)

Fight

– Ready to “duke it out” verbally 

(maybe physically)

Compromise

– Willing to meet half way

Resolve

– May involve all of these at appropriate times



Difficult Issues

Need to surface/resolve before a lifetime 

commitment is made

While there is still time for….

– Incentive to be gained

– Adjustments to be made

– More openness to learning about the other

– More willingness to adjust and compromise



When A Permanent Commitment is 

Made During this stage… 

Adjustments to major differences noticed 

in the other person are more difficult after 

marriage

One or both may “bail out” after marriage

Stage can last 3 - 5 months



STAGE 4 - EVALUATION

Needed evaluation begins
– Differences early in the relationship which didn’t seem 

so great can now be a big deal

– Major or minor differences

Permanence of relationship may be questioned
– Is the relationship worth the differences?

– Tension/stress

– Change required 

– Flexibility needed



Evaluation

Ability to live with differences…

– Can you accept him/her as is? 

– Do you expect him/her to change? 

– If YOU change your attitude…

Compromising?

Denying your real thoughts/feelings?

Disobeying God? 

Stage can last 2 – 4 months



STAGE 5 - MATURATION

“Settling into” the relationship

– Resolving conflicts for the long haul

– Honest, open discussion

– Acceptance of each other’s uniqueness

– These are continued and expected

Vulnerability 

Transparency 

Humility 

Integrity 

Fruits of the Spirit



Maturation

Love deepens/changes…

– Decisional vs. emotional

– Authentic/deep vs. shallow

– Forgiving vs. unforgiving

– Serving vs. receiving

– Not keeping score of wrongs

– Deep vs. shallow

What can I bring/give?...vs. what can I receive? 



Maturation

Relationship characterized by…

– Listening

– Praying for

– Forgiving

– Serving

– Unconditional acceptance

– Agape love

Stage can last 3 - 6 months



MARRIAGE
One of the most major, consequential decisions 

in life
– Least amount of training

– Least amount of personal consideration, preparation

Wedding - simply a ceremony
– Beauty/cost of it won’t make relationship last

Develop skills necessary for a healthy marriage 
before marrying!

Invest in rigorous pre-marital or re-marital 
counseling 



SUGGESTED TIMELINE…

Minimum 12 months dating BEFORE engagement

– Go through 4 seasons (weather/12 months) 

– Develop relationship slowly

– Temporary absences are necessary and good

– Conflicts are healthy - relationship tested

Premature commitments cause difficulty, heartache, 

disillusionment and bring unnecessary challenges 

into the marriage 



Unhealthy Reasons to Marry

To escape loneliness 

To escape singleness

To escape living with mom and/or dad

To legitimize sex 

To provide a mom or dad for the kids

To be financially provided for

To fulfill a need to be married 

To get a green card

To obtain insurance

I’m getting older

He/she has money



Healthy Reasons to Marry

Both have a genuine, unconditional love for 
each other

Both desire to serve each other

Both believe they can serve God better married 
than single 

Both know it is God’s direction 



Healthy Reasons to Marry

Both have explored and discussed issues where there is 
disagreement and can accept and live with the other’s 
different perspective

Both are sure this the right time to commit to someone in 
a lifetime, legal commitment 

Both are approximately the same level of spiritual 
maturity 

Both are marrying for the right reasons
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Discussion …

Do you see people getting into pre-mature 

relationships, engagements, and marriage, and 

what would you like them to know? 

Which of the 5 stages do you think people have 

the most trouble with? Why do you think so?

Do you think friends should be able to tactfully 

tell other friends in a relationship concerns if 

they see red flags? How should this be done? 



Discussion

Which of these 5 areas are the most 

difficult for you? Why?

What would you like to improve or change 

in yourself as a result of this session to 

prepare yourself for a possible future 

marriage? 


